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THE USEFULNESS OF 
SYMBOLS, ICONS, & IMAGES  

N umbers are symbols. So are the characters of     
any alphabet. In most world writing systems, 
letters represent sounds of the spoken language.           

Knowing how to use these symbols is the first step in 
literacy—basic reading and writing of the language. 

In other publications, such as Alphabet Answers and                
How to Teach Phonics & Spelling, there are ideas for 
transmitting and acquiring meanings of numerals and 
letters of the English alphabet. Such activities help 
learners to recognize and make use of basic kinds of 
simplified symbols in reading and other language skills. 

But life offers many other kinds of symbols as well.                
There are icons for places, travel items, directions, 
traffic rules, dangers, holidays, etc. Graphic images    
are part of many areas of study, such as mathematics, 
chemistry, music, architecture, religion, astrology, or 
weather. Meanings of visuals and the associations they 
evoke are an integral part of card and board games.   

We come across symbols on signs and in reading material.          
We recognize and use business logos, academic emblems, 
and figures that symbolize everyday ideas. Simplified 
images are vital in literacy training. In language learning, 
activities that include symbolism are enlightening.   

Examples of some common images recognized worldwide 
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SYMBOLS CARD DECK A-M 

L ike a deck of traditional playing cards, the two 
collections that this Activities & Ideas Book 
accompanies contain 54 cards each. In addition to 

two “Wild Cards,” there are 52 items in 13 different    
sets of four (4) “matches.” The first pack covers meaning 
categories lettered A through M; the second, N to Z.    

N. National S. Safety W. Weather 
O. Occupational T. Traffic X-Symbols 
P. Punctuation U. Uniforms Y-Symbols 
Q. Quality V. Vacations Z. Zodiac 
R. Religion   

A. Activities F. Food J. Justice 
B. Business G. Games K. Knowledge 
C. Communications H. Holidays L. Letters 
D. Directions I. M. Math 
E. Environment   
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The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 replace the four “suits” of             
a classic card deck. Instead of a “spade” (‹), there 
are 13 cards with the number 1 in the corner. Rather 
than a “club” (©), another 13 cards have a 2; in 13 
other cards, 3 replaces a heart (™); and in the last 
group of 13, there’s a 4 instead of a diamond (®).  

 
Words for the 13 meaning categories start with                

the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M in 
the first deck of 52 Symbols Cards. These correspond 
to the 13 cards of each ranked “number + picture suit”        
in a traditional card deck: A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 J Q 
K. In the second deck, these ranks are replaced by     
the letters N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z.  

On each card are also small pictures of the other   
three images in that quartet (matching set of four).  

Pictures of some of the cards (one from each set of four) 
from Symbols Card Deck A-M appear on the front cover of 
this Activity & Idea Book; images on the back cover are 
from Symbols Card Deck N-Z. For an overview of the              
52 x 2 (=104) images with their meanings, see the                
Answer Key on pages 24 to 30.      
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HOW TO MAKE USE OF  
 SYMBOLS CARD DECKS A-Z 

S ymbols Card Decks are educational tools. By 
introducing or reinforcing the concept of symbols 
standing for things or ideas, they’ll be motivating 

and effective with new readers and preliterate to 
beginning learners of English. But the cards have 
other pedagogical purposes, too. They can be 
used in lessons on vocabulary, organization, 
sequencing, culture, and other relevant concepts.     

At the same time, each Symbols Card Deck A-M and N-Z 
is also a pack of “playing cards.” It’s all that’s needed to 
play most of the popular card games that have endured 
for centuries. The purpose of combining the rules of well-
known games with educational material is to provide the 
motivating challenge of competition and fun in a learning 
environment. Symbols Card Decks—and other card 
collections designed for matching and sequencing—make 
language learning natural and fun. They 
provide a variety of collaborative and 
competitive hands-on activities for 
instructional and recreational purposes.  

Following are a few ideas for simple learning procedures 
that make use of the cards. Next come the rules for 
some traditional card games—chosen for their clarity               
and “natural fit” with a Symbols Card Deck. Teachers     
and learners may invent even more motivating activities.        

For both learning and playing, Symbols Card Decks can be 
divided into smaller stacks—so that more than one person 
or pair can use cards at the same time. Large groups can 
work with more than one deck.   


